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A comprehensive manual appropriate for two-semester A&P courses. This new edition features an

extensive and updated full-color art program, updated exercises, and an engaging writing style. The

unique interactive approach of this manual is designed to engage students in developing a deeper

understanding of the material to help as they embark on their allied health career. Loose-leaf, 3-hole

drilled, full-color
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I thought that I would save the $10 difference that it would have cost me to buy from the college. I

wasn't aware that the necessary code wouldn't be included. My mistake cost me $160. If you will

need the code, don't make the same mistake- buy elsewhere.

This lab book was my least favorite of any lab book I have ever used in school. There are some

good diagrams and labs but there is incorrect information printed in the book causing you to learn

things incorrectly. All and all run from this lab book, there are better ones out there that do not have

incorrect information and incorrect spelling. I was highly upset to see that it say "thin skin is found in

only the palms and thick skin across the rest of the body" while I was studying and I paid for this

book and my school picked it out. Not a good learning tool.

Good quality loose leaf item... I don't care for the fact that it seems to be missing information that



would be crucial if you are doing the lab separately or have an instructor that leaves out some

details, but the material itself is clear and helpful. I really like the various exercises, from coloring,

labeling, and reading material attached. It's a good textbook for the course.

This lab book is what I needed for school. I may not have personally chosen this book but it is

required and does a fairly decent job at explaining things. It was at least $30 cheaper here, so I had

to take advantage of that. Our instructor does not allow use of printed or copied pages so we are

required to use the lab pages from the book, be cautious and aware of that possibility when

considering buying it used or purchasing a digital copy.

I bought this book for a class but decided to keep it even after I was done with the class . Lots of

great pictures in full color and great explanation of how different systems in the body work. It works

as a great reference book to keep for years .

Received it in a great condition. The loose leaf paper seems more heavy duty that the typical loose

leaf text which is great. Personally, I only got this because my professor has it as a required material

- I'll only be doing strictly was my professor wants me to do with it. But I won't study from it as I'm

retaking Anatomy for a higher grade and now know the ins and outs of the class. So I won't be using

it for studying. It's great though if you're new to the subject!

This book was in perfect brand new condition and I love it! it has awesome pictures that are super

helpful!!

The book was not an easy download and was not very well articulated that it was an ebook. I ended

up purchasing the book from another vendor. I basically wasted my money on this purchase.

Wouldn't recommend this vendor.
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